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About This Game

The Sceptre of Gods - a primeval symbol of power wielded only by the greatest leaders of the most dominant ancient
civilizations in Central America. Legends state that whoever possessed the artifact would be granted divine wisdom and eternal

life. Scolars even claim that without it, the Aztec Empire would have never came to flourish.
While most academics considered it to be a myth, a world famous archeologist Tomb Jack recognized there could be some

authenticity to the story. After years of research, shrouded in secrecy, he led an expedition to prove the artifact's existance and
bring it back to the civilized world. He was able to discover an ancient crypt which led him and his companions to a place none
of them could have imagined, even in their wildest dreams. Unfortunately, after many months, none of them returned and soon,

all were proclaimed dead.
Years later, Tomb Joe, renowned archelogist and a fearless adventurer recieved a mysterious letter adressed to his long lost

father. It only contained two things - an ancient map and a golden medallion engraved with the symbol of the Sceptre. While the
medallion piqued his interest, it was the map that made him act. For the first time, he learned the destination of his father's

expedition. There was no time to waste. Not an hour later, Joe was already on his way to Central America...

Embark on a journey to unravel the mystery of the Sceptre of Gods and Tomb Joe's father's disappearance. Armed only with his
sharp wit and his trusty whip, Joe will have to face deadly traps, dangerous wildlife, and the best soldiers of the Reich to reach
his goal and bring fame to his father's name once again. If he allows the Sceptre to fall into the wrong hands, whole humanity

could be doomed. Travel through exotic environments, explore long forgotten tombs, fight or sneak your way past vicious
enemies, solve puzzles and try to discover the secret behind the mysterious artifact in this thrilling action-adventure parody

platformer.
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Great for learing!. So, it is direct successor of BV:H. Is it better? No. harbinger battles were dynamic and fun, allowing play
while you're on your way to work or going back to home. The very first battle of BV:SS took 1h for only capturing 25% of
sector. Main issue lying in fact that not only your direct enemy in this sector would spawn, but also random spawn from other
alien nations inside your borders could wreck havoc. So you you have to turn back(slooooooowly, even at maxed game speed)
kill them(no trouble really) and then turn back again to recapture what's lost. Repeat...
So game is quite easy to beat, but it just take too much time. Fleet restriction is dumb. Hangar restriction is even dumber. It is
just not enough to cover whole sector and early stations are unable to protect themselves. Even with maxed out weaponry.
Refunded and not recommended, go play more BV:H.. This game is just awful... I couldn't even get it to work after taking my
headset off (a thing I think you should never have to do with VR) and fiddling with the settings that happen to only be accessible
on the desktop... Go figure.

Save your money, buy a packet of crisps or a sandwich instead.. Hard but fun, only problem is that you can't exit to hub from
area 25, you have to exit to the main menu in order to start again. This is quite annoying when trying to do the area without
dying as whenever you die you have to exit to menu and go back again.. The game is hard to play, and is very similar to flash
games you can get for free.. i was just playin a pasifist nation, and building robots. then the robots overthrew the organics and i
got to pick between playing my organic nation. or play as the new robots that were organic extinguishers. needless to say i was
the robots but then i only had one system with a hell of an army and just conquared but it was so hard cause like i made my
nation so solid for the AI to use. that was the most fun i had in a while.... then an ancient caretaker was like hey stop all that
genocide. and just purged me off the face of the galaxy. solid 10\/10
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I've never seen so much effort put into a Total War game, CA were trying hard to make it as good as possible. From basics like
main menu over tutorials to gameplay, every piece of the game is designed with love. User interface looks and feels nice and
friendly, the game is very open to newcomers (an overlay that explains everything currently on screen can be enabled anytime
using "F1"), and turn-based campaign is more fun than ever - diplomacy is greatly enhanced, the game intoduced new features
(for example - armies need supplies to survive outside of cities so players need to prepare them before a long journey) and uses
some originally experimental features introduced in Thrones of Britannia (new units are not recruited as a full stack after a few
turns but are recruited instantly and need to be replenished). Real-time battles are more or less the same what we are used to
expect in Total War games.

Now, how does the game run? How is the performance compared to Warhammer 2? Technically the game uses Vulkan on
Linux, it's ported and published by Feral Interactive and performance is great. It's a pretty heavy game, on a 1050 Ti I've
managed to achieve 30-35 fps in battles and 35-45 fps on campaign map on medium settings in 1080p. It's very close to
TWWH2 but TWWH2 is a bit less demanding.
I've encountered strange freezes and crashes on Arch Linux and didn't figure out the root case yet but it's rock solid and stable
on Ubuntu 18.04 which is the officially supported distribution. I messaged Feral to ask if there is anything they can do about it
and their support is trying to help even though Arch is not supported. For now, I'm going to dual boot Ubuntu 18.04 for this
game. I'll update the review later about details regarding the Arch issues. The Linux version has an exclusive Feral
launcher+mod manager and does not include Denuvo DRM protection. Multiplayer is currently Linux+Linux only because the
Windows version is locked down by a closed incompatible multiplayer computing library. As far as I know it should support
cross-platform multiplayer with Mac OSX later.
By the way - many thanks to CA, SEGA and Feral Interactive for DAY-1 native Linux release. When they said "shortly after
Windows" I was expecting a month or two later but they managed to do a same-day release. Amazing. And thanks for releasing
it on Steam and not on that Epic piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
https:\/\/youtu.be\/mynV7VtNOhU
Unfortunately multiplayer is the same as always, I hope that one day we will see something more advanced.

There's an option to enable chinesse voices, I appreciate that. Although I don't understand anything it makes the atmosphere
better. I couldn't listen to chinesse people speaking English, it would break everything.

So, CA have managed to create something trully special with Three Kingdoms, this is not "just another Total War", this is the
best Total War yet, also the most ambitious one. TW3K is in my opinion better than recently released Imperator Rome which is
a good game (and I gave it a positive review) but IMHO CA is the winner this time.. Pros:

- None.

Cons:

- Ingame graphics look nothing like the screenshots shown on the store page. It looks way worse with fog everywhere and a
really low draw distance.

- Really long loading times.

- Terrible optimization and performance.

- No ingame options whatsoever aside from volume controls.

- HUD is bugged. (Shows you a playtime of 48 minutes while you have only been playing for 3 minutes)

Do not pay any amount of money for this pile of garbage. There is much more fun games to be had for free.. Best RTS I have
ever played!. A great game so far and a very interesting story line. Although there still are some bugs to fix, some graphic issues
and missions repeating themselves, I find it to be very enjoyable. I do however reconmend adding another fire station, more fire
apparatus, an explanation into Class A B and C fires, more missions to randomized from the bag and having any amount of units
to respond to a call right away. This game exceeded my expectations and deserves high credit. A+ 4/5 stars and a
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reconmendation.. I don't have a Vive yet, but plan to soon. One of the developers of the game was kind enough to let me play
the game on his personal setup. It was awesome. Controls are great and it's really easy to get immersed in the game. If you have
a Vive, pick this game up!. ok zombie strategy game your job is to command a army of zombies gear them up and kill the other
professor
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